CONCERNING SUSPENSION SPHERES
RONALD H. ROSEN

1. Introduction.
It was first pointed out by M. Hirsch that the
suspension of a smooth closed 4-manifold M* having the homotopy
type of S*, is topologically
a 5-sphere [6]. P. Harley [S] has shown
that recent developments
in the theory of manifolds allow one to
strengthen
Hirsch's result by dropping the condition that ilf4 be
smooth. Independently
of Harley we have formulated a more general
suspension theorem; however, it is easy to see that the basic ideas of
our proof are quite similar to his proof. By use of examples and
applications we shall, therefore, demonstrate
that our result is a real
nonvacuous generalization
of his.
Our main result is Theorem 4. Let Z be a compact metric space
which is 1-connected and has the homology of S". Suppose that
ZXR1 is an unbounded
(n + l)-manifold.
If «^4 and Z contains a
topological w-cell, the suspension of Z is a topological (n + l)-sphere.
It should be remembered that, following Bing's example [2], there
have been numerous constructions
of nonmanifolds which suspend
to spheres.
With minor modifications we shall use notation adopted by us in

[14], [15], [16]. All spaces are assumed to be T2. A manifold shall be
considered

to have no boundary

unless it is explicitly

referred

to as a

manifold with boundary. X * Y shall be the join of X and Y. OC(F)
will stand for the open cone C(Y) — Y.
Following the terminology of M. Brown
closed

hood

pair

(X, A) is collared

Y equivalent

to.4X{0}

(bicollared)

to AXI(AX[

[4], we shall say that a

if A has a closed

—I, l]) such that

and Bd Ycorresponds to^X{l}

(^X{-1,

neighbor-

A corresponds

l}).

If (X, A) and (Y, B) are closed pairs and/ is a homeomorphism
of A on B, then (X, A)f(Y,
B)(f) will denote the adjunction space
formed from the disjoint union of X and Y via identification
by /.
When there seems to be little possibility of confusion we may use
(X, A) # (Y, B) or even X # Y for this type of connected sum. If

(A", A') is a disjoint copy of (X, A), then (X, A) # (X', A') will be
called the double of (X, A) and represented by 2(A",A) or possibly 2X.
2. Some properties of collared pairs.
Lemma 1. Let (X, A) be a closed metric pair such that A has an open
collar (bicollar) neighborhood in X. Then (X, A) is collared (bicollared).
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Proof.
This is a simple application
of Brown's
spindle neighborhoods
(§3 of [4]) and his observation

construction
of
that they form

a neighborhood base for A XO in A X [0, 1).
Lemma

2. Suppose

(X, A) is a collared pair.

XX{0}VAXIVXX{1}
(A) X'~2(X, A).

Let X' be the subset

of XXI.

(B) If X is metric then (XXI, X') is a collared pair.
Proof. (A) This is an elementary
phisms of closed intervals.

exercise involving

homeomor-

(B) Choose a neighborhood N of A in X with (N,A)~(AXI,AX0).
Each point of X' — (A XI) obviously

has an open collar neighborhood

in X XI. On the other hand N' = NXI is a neighborhood of A XI in
XXI- Since N' is equivalent to A XIXI, X' is locally collared in
XXI. The conclusion
above.

follows from Theorem

1 of [4] and Lemma

1

Lemma 3. Let (Y, B) be a compact subpair of S". Suppose .BCInt

F

and f is a homeomorphism of (Bd F) X [0, 1) onto Y—B. Then the
following statements are equivalent.

(A) B is cellular.

(B) 5(Bd Y)~S».
(C) Int Y~R".
Proof.

From

dimension

it follows that/(Bd
0^t<l.

considerations

FX0)=Bd

It is clear that F(«F

and invariance

of domain

F. Let Yt=f(Bd YX[t, 1))VJB,

and B=\imM

Yt. If KC Y let Kt be

its image in Yt.

(A)=*(B). Since B is cellular there is an embedding g of C(Bd F) in
Sn in which g(OC(Bd

Y)) is a neighborhood

of the cone vertex.

By

Theorem 4 of [ 14], 5(Bd Y)~Sn.
(B)=>(C). Bd F1/2 is bicollared in Sn. Applying Lemma 1 of [16],
we note that Bd Y1/2is flat in 5" and Int F« Int Y1/2~Rn.
(Q=>(A). Let D be a topological re-cell in Int Fso that .BCInt D.
Thus B =lim(_i Dt, and B is cellular.
Remark. This lemma might be compared to some previously used
results, e.g. Lemma 7 of [15] and Theorem 6 of [14].
As an application of some of these notions, we give a simple proof
of a fact which has appeared in the literature in various less general
guises. We have used it to verify the corollaries to Theorems 1 and 2
in [15]. One might also refer to Proposition 5.5 of [9].
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Theorem 1. Let (X, A) be a collared pair. Then 2(X, A)^Sn
XXl~In+1and
(X-A)X(O,
1) is a manifold.

iff

Proof, "if." It follows thatdl"+1 =d(XXI) = XXO^JA XI^JXXI.
We then apply Lemma 2 (A).
"only if." Suppose 2(X, A) = (X, A) # (X', A')=Sn. This implies
that X— A is open in S\ Let pElnt X'. We may identify Sn —p with
R". Consider the subset XXIQRnXR1
= Rn+1. By Lemma 2 (XXI,

Bd(AXJ)) is a collared pair and Bd(XXI)~2(X,

A)~Sn. By [3],

xxi~in+1.
The next result is used in our suspension theorem. Although it may
be avoided there by appealing to properties of generalized manifolds,
we include it because its proof is quite elementary.

Theorem
2. Let (X, A) be a normal bicollared pair. Suppose X is
connected and locally O-connected, and A is O-connected. If the singular
integral group Hx(X) has rank zero, A bounds exactly two complementary domains in X.
Proof.

Let Y be a closed neighborhood

of A which we can identify

with .<4X[ —1, l], so that A corresponds to 4X0 and Bd Y corresponds to AX{-1,
l}. Let Int Y=N and Z = X-N.
With no
loss of generality we may assume that (Z, Bd Z) —(Z, Bd Y) is a
collared pair. This allows us to conclude that if Bd Y lies in one component of X— A, then Bd Y lies in one component
of Z. We show
that this is impossible by a unicoherence type of argument. Since the
classical results in this direction [2l] and [22] are stated for Peano
spaces, we first sketch this part of the proof.
From

our assumptions

its endpoints

pi=(xu

there

is an arc J in Z which

i)EAX{i},

i=±l.

meets

Let B = /WBd

Bd Y in

F and

r: B^fJ be the map which is constant on each component
of Bd F
and the identity on J. This map may be extended over Z, for (Z, B)
is a closed normal pair.

There is an embedding/:
[ —1, l]—».<4with f(i) = x{, i= + 1. Consequently K = {(f(t), t) | —1 ^ t£ 1} is an arc in F which meets Bd F
in its endpoints

p-x and px- Mirroring

the previous

argument

there is

a retraction r' of Y on K which is constant on the components of
Bd Y. Hence r\Jr' is a retraction of X onto the simple closed curve
JKJK. This would mean that the infinite cyclic group Hx(jyJK)
is a
summand of Hx(X), which is impossible.
Accordingly the connected sets iX[-l,
0) and AX(0, l] lie in
distinct components of X —A. Since A is a neighborhood of A which
meets only these two complementary
domains, we are done.
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3. Suspension theorems. We call X a suspension w-sphere (or
suspension w-cell) if its suspension S° * X = S(X) is topologically the
same as Sn+1 (or In+1). The integer re may be omitted if the dimension
is evident.
Lemma 4. Let (X, A) be a bicollared pair in which A is a suspension
sphere. Then X is a suspension n-sphere iff A bounds two suspension

n-cells.
Proof.

In either

case, from Theorem

2, A bounds

two closed

domains Dx and D2. Evidently dim X =w and dim A =«— 1.
"if." Then S(X) is the union of the cells S(D,) which meet on their
common boundary S(A)^Sn.

"only if." If w<3, the proof is trivial. If re3:3, the re-sphere S(A)
is bicollared in the (re+ l)-sphere S(X) except possibly at the suspension vertices. According to Kirby [7], S(A) is flat. This implies that

S(Z>.)is an (»+l)-cell.
Theorem 3. Let (X, A) be a collared compact metric pair. Suppose A
is a suspension sphere, X is »-connected and (X-A)XR1
is an
(re+ 1) -manifold. If re3; 4, X is a suspension n-cell.
Proof. Again from dimension theory dim X = re and dim A = n —1.
Thus A is a suspension (re—1)-sphere. Accordingly X and A are
ANR's so that X is contractible
and A has the homotopy type of

S»-1.LetF = XX/andX'

= XX{0}U^X/UXX{l}.ByLemma2,

(F, X') is a collared pair and we may see that F—X'— (X —A)
X(0, 1) is an (re+l)-manifold.
Using Van Kampen's Theorem and
the hypothesis »3:4, it is evident that X' is [(w+l)/2]-connected.
Since A is collared in X, X —A and thus F and F—X' are all contractible.
Consider the pair (2F, X'). Since it is bicollared,
2 F is a
closed (re-rT)-manifold.
2F is [(re+l)/2]-connected
and w + 12t5.

Therefore by Theorem 7 of [io], 2Y~Sn+K Int Y= Y-X'

is con-

tractible, open in 5n+1 and simply connected at infinity. From Theorem 4 of [18], we may conclude that Int Y^Rn+1. Again inasmuch
as (Y, X') is collared, it is a consequence
of Lemma 3 that Sn+1

~S(X')~S(2(X,

A)). Finally by Lemma 4 5(Z)«/»+1.

Theorem 4 (Alternative
statement).
Let (Z, A) be a bicollared
compact metric pair. Suppose A is a suspension sphere, ZXR1 is an
(re+ 1) -manifold and Z is a 1-connected homology n-sphere with n 3t 4.
ThenS(Z)~Sn+1.
Remark. First let us note the equivalence of this statement with
that given in the introduction.
If Z has a subset U homeomorphic
to
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R", we note that UXR1 is open in ZXR1 by invariance of domain,
so U is open in Z. Select a bicollared (n — l)-sphere in this euclidean
neighborhood.
On the other hand if A is a bicollared suspension

sphere in Z, dim A=n —l. Since A XR1~S"~1XR1, Z contains an
w-euclidean open subset.
Proof. From Theorem 2, we know that A bounds exactly two
closed domains in Z. Alternatively
one may use Theorem 6 of [ll]
and Theorem 3.1 on p. 294 of [19].
Let X be one of the closed domains bounded by A. Since (X, A)
is collared and A is bicollared, it is easily established that X is an
ANR. It is 1-connected and homologically acyclic, and therefore contractible. The pair (X, A) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3, so

S(X)~I"+l.

By Lemma 4, S(Z)«S»+l.

Corollary.

Let K be an n-polyhedron so that KXR1 is a manifold.

If K is a homotopy n-sphere and n ^ 4, S(K) ~ S"+1.
Proof.
Theorems

K is w-euclidean on the interior of one of its rc-simplexes.
3 and 4 generalize Harley's Theorems 2 and 1, respectively-

4. Some applications.
Theorem 5. Let (Xi, At), i —1, 2, be collared compact metric pairs.
Suppose Xi is contractible and At is homologically [n/2]-connected.

Assume w^4,/:

Ax~A2 and (X( —Ai)XRl

is an (n + l)-manifold.

Then Z = (Xx, Ax) § (X2, A2)(f) is a suspension

sphere if it contains

an n-cell.
Proof. Clearly Xi and A( are ANR's. By Van Kampen's Theorem,
Tx(Z) is trivial. From the Mayer-Vietoris
sequence, Hk(Ax)-+Hk(Xx)
®Hk(X2)^>Hk(Z)^>Hk-i(Ax),
we note that Z is homologically
[« + l/2]-connected.
ZXR1 is an orientable
(w + l)-manifold.
We
may now use duality to show that Z is a homology w-sphere. By

Theorem

4, S(Z)~S"+1.

We recall that nonmanifold

been constructed

suspension

w-spheres

and w-cells have

by Bing [2], Rosen [12], [13, §1, p. 565], Kwun [8]

and Andrews-Curtis
[l]. On the other hand for each w^4, there is a
contractible
manifold Mn which has the properties that, dMn is not
1-connected but MnXl is an (« + l)-cell [20]. Using these types of
examples, Theorem 5 indicates that one may take various kinds of
connected sums of contractible
nonmanifolds
bounded by collared
nonsimply connected homology (n — l)-spheres,
and still produce

suspension

Theorem

w-spheres.

6. Let G be a finite collection of disjoint compact subsets of
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Sn. Suppose each CEG is locally 0-connected and homologically n-con-

nected. Then if're 3:4 and Sn/CXRlis
Sn/G is a suspension

an (n + 1)-manifold for each CEG,

sphere.

Proof.
By [17], the induced map ir1(Sn)—>ir1(Sn/G) is epic so that
Sn/G is 1-connected.
By the Begle-Vietoris
mapping theorem Ht(Sn)
^Hi(Sn/G)
ior O^i^n.
Sn/G is re-dimensional so that it is a homology re-sphere. From the conditions
Sn —U { C\ CEG} 9^0, so that
S"/G is «-euclidean at some of its points.
If CEG let U be one of its open neighborhoods
which meets no

other element of G. Accordingly U/G= U/C and U/CXR1 is an
(re+l)-manifold.
This means that Sn/GXR1 is an (« + l)-manifold.
Now the conclusion

follows from an application

Lemma 5. Let G be a collection of disjoint
a suspension sphere.

Proof.
correctly
however,

of Theorem

4.

arcs in Sn. Then Sn/G is

For re3:4 this is a "corollary" to [l] and Theorem 6. As was
pointed out by Kwun and Raymond in §5, p. 117 of [17],
this is true for all re by examination
of the method of proof

in [1].
Theorem
7. Let M be a triangulated n-manifold and T be a subpolyhedron which is a tree. Consider a barrel neighborhood B of T in M.
If re = 4, Bd B is a suspension 3-sphere and T is cellular in M.
If T is an arc and re2:5, 5(Bd B) is a suspension n-sphere.
Proof.
Examination
of the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 of [lS]
reveals that an inductive procedure is carried out based on the number of vertices of T. B is equivalent to the union of barrel neighborhoods Bo and Bx of proper subtrees.
Furthermore
BoC\Bx=C(A)

CZBd BoC\Bd Bx where A is a bicollared homology (re—2)-sphere in

Bd Bi, i = 0, 1. Thus Bd B = (B0-OC(A),

A) # (Bx-OC(A),

A).

If re = 4, A is actually a 2-sphere and Bd B is a 3-manifold.
From
Lemma 4, by induction it follows that Bd B is a suspension 3-sphere.
According to [IS], 2B^Sn and B is a mapping cylinder from Bd B
over T. For re = 4, Lemma 3 now implies that T is cellular in B.

If re3:5 and T~I,

let Sn = B#B'

and V, the disjoint copy of T

in B'. By Lemma 5, Sn/{T, T'} is a suspension
obviously homeomorphic to 5(Bd B).

re-sphere, and it is
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